The POLDER instrument is devoted to global observations of the solar radiation reflected by the Earth-atmosphere system. The airborne version of the instrument was operated during the ACE-2 experiment, more particularly as a component of the CLOUDYCOLUMN project of ACE-2 that was conducted in summer 1997 over the subtropical northeastern Atlantic ocean. CLOUDYCOLUMN is a coordinated project specifically dedicated to the study of the indirect effect of aerosols. In this context, the airborne POLDER was assigned to remote measurements of the cloud optical and radiative properties, namely the cloud optical thickness and the cloud albedo. This paper presents the retrievals of those 2 cloud parameters for 2 golden days of the campaign 26 June and 9 July 1997. Coincident spaceborne ADEOS-POLDER data from 2 orbits over the ACE-2 area on 26 June are also analyzed. 26 June corresponds to a pure air marine case and 9 July is a polluted air case. The multidirectional viewing capability of airborne POLDER is here demonstrated to be very useful to estimate the effective radius of cloud droplet that characterizes the observed stratocumulus clouds. A 12 mm cloud droplet size distribution appears to be a suitable cloud droplet model in the pure marine cloud case study. For the polluted case the mean retrieved effective droplet radius is of the order of 6-10 mm. This only preliminary result can be interpreted as a confirmation of the indirect effect of aerosols. It is consistent with the significant increase in droplet concentration measured in polluted marine clouds compared to clean marine ones. Further investigations and comparisons to in-situ microphysical measurements are now needed.
Introduction
culty for GCMs to correctly take into account cloud-radiation-climate interactions (Cess et al., , 1996 Senior and Mitchell, 1993) . The magniOne of the major uncertainties in the determinatude of the radiative cloud forcing is significant tion of the climate sensitivity to human perturba-(see for instance ) and a slight tions is the lack of understanding of the feedbacks variation of cloud characteristics could have a associated with cloudiness changes and the diffistrong influence on the evolution of the climate. Consequently, GCMs need a realistic representa
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experiments and ground-based measurements International Global Atmospheric Chemistry Project (IGAC) that addresses atmospheric aeroremain essential to support the interpretation of satellite observations. Satellites can directly sol properties relevant to radiative forcing and climate. ACE-2 was conducted from 15 June to observe the spatial and temporal variabilities of clouds (Rossow and Schiffer, 1991) and also their 31 July 1997 over the sub-tropical north-eastern Atlantic Ocean, with the base of operations in the effects on Earth's radiation budget at the top of the atmosphere (Ramanathan et al., 1989; Canary Islands (Raes et al., 2000; Verver et al., 2000) . The present study has been conducted using . POLDER (POLarization and Directionality of the Earth's Reflectances) is data from both the spaceborne version of POLDER and the airborne simulator of the a component of a series of new sensors that may provide key information to improve our knowl-instrument. The multidirectional viewing capability of the POLDER instrument allows to observe edge of clouds, radiation and climate interactions (Buriez et al., 1997; . The next a part of the Bidirectional Reflectance Distribution Function (BRDF) of any cloud scene. The BRDF generation of satellite instruments such as CERES (Cloud and the Earth's Radiant Energy System) is the angular distribution of radiances upcoming from the cloud layer. A direct integration of the (Wielicki and Barkstrom, 1991) , MODIS (Moderate Resolution Imaging Spectrometer) BRDF over the hemispherical solid angle 2p provides the true cloud albedo. However POLDER (King et al., 1992) , MISR (Multi-angle Imaging SpectroRadiometer) (Diner et al., 1998) , POLDER can instantaneously measure reflectances only in a limited number of view directions (up to~14) will play a crucial rô le in helping to better understand clouds and their influence on the Earth's while albedo calculation requires reflectances from all angles. An alternate method is applied that radiation balance.
One of the most significant cloud parameters derives cloud optical thickness from measured bidirectional reflectance using the plane-parallel used to determine the cloud-radiation interactions is the cloud optical thickness, which is directly approximation. The plane-parallel model is then used again to derive the cloud albedo from that related to the cloud droplet size distribution and the condensed water path (Fouquart et al., 1990) . retrieved optical thickness. However the multidirectional measurement capability of POLDER Projects as ISCCP (International Cloud Clymatology Project, Rossow and Schiffer, 1991) offers a new perspective to this procedure.
POLDER also enables to test the validity of the try to retrieve the cloud optical thickness from satellite measurements of visible radiance. They hypotheses (on cloud macrophysics and microphysics) used to determine the cloud optical thickmake the crude assumption of plane-parallel cloud layers with a prescribed cloud droplet size distri-ness. This paper illustrates this new perspective. A feasibility study is presented that shows that the bution. Thus the interpretation of satellite observations is based on both macrophysical and micro-multiangular capability of the airborne POLDER can be useful to infer an approximate value of the physical hypotheses. Numerous studies have derived the cloud optical thickness from remote cloud water drop size.
Both POLDER instruments and respective data sensing measurements using the plane-parallel approximation, but only few direct observations are described in Section 2. The method for analyzing the angular dispersion of POLDER data is of cloud bidirectional reflectance have been compared to radiation fields calculated using the presented in Section 3. Sections 4 and 5 present the cloud properties, cloud amount, optical thickplane-parallel model (Davis and Cox, 1982; Stuhlmann et al., 1985 ; Baldwin and Coakley, ness, and albedo, derived from airborne POLDER data and coincident spaceborne ADEOS-1991; Descloitres et al., 1995; Spinhirne et al., 1996; Descloitres et al., 1998) .
POLDER data respectively. The original contribution of POLDER with respect to these products This paper contains preliminary results related to such comparisons within the framework of the is emphasized. Airborne POLDER data acquired over the ACE-2 region on 2 golden days of the CLOUDYCOLUMN component (Brenguier et al., 2000) of the North Atlantic Regional Aerosol campaign 26 June and 9 July 1997, and coincident spaceborne POLDER data from 2 ADEOS orbits Characterisation Experiment (ACE-2). ACE-2 was the third experiment coordinated by the over the Atlantic Ocean and Europe on 26 June Tellus 52B (2000), 2 1997 are analyzed. Results are summarized and et al., 1998; . The level-2 and 3 ''ERB & clouds'' products provide cloud properdiscussed in Section 6. ties averaged over~56×56 km2 ''super-pixel'' regions (~9×9 pixels). The spatial resolution of the super-pixel (0.5°×0.5°at the equator) is con-2. The POLDER instrument and data venient for comparisons to ISCCP products and to ERB instruments as ScaRaB (Scanner for the POLDER is a multispectral visible radiometer/ polarimeter devoted to observations of polariza-Earth Radiation Budget) (Kandel et al., 1994) and CERES (Wielicki and Barkstrom, 1991) . tion and directionality of solar radiation reflected by the Earth's surface-atmosphere system. The
One example of 0.865 mm level-1 radiance acquired by ADEOS-POLDER during the ACE-2 instrument concept is simple and very similar to a camera. POLDER is composed of a period is shown in Fig. 1 . It is a composite image of 0.865 mm reflectance measured along 2 success-2-dimensional charge-coupled device (CCD) detector array, a rotating wheel carrying spectral ive ADEOS orbits on 26 June 1997. The image is made using the 8th observation for each pixel, and polarizing filters, and a wide field of view telecentric optics (see Deschamps et al., 1994 , for which is practically close to the minimum view angle (POLDER observes a given target under up further details).
to 14 view angles). The 8th observation corresponds to view angles ranging from~5°near the 2.1. T he satellite data swath center to~65°near the edges. The experimental ACE-2 domain approximately covers the The spaceborne version of POLDER is a CNES (the French Space Agency) instrument which flew image. In this figure clouds appear as bright pixels against a darker ocean background. In spite of aboard the Japanese ADEOS (ADvanced Earth Observing Satellite) polar orbiting platform the coarse spatial resolution of POLDER (6.2 km), the image clearly shows high variations of cloud between August 1996 and June 1997, including the first couple of weeks of the ACE-2 experiment. structure ranging from scattered cumulus clouds to solid stratocumulus cloud layers. ADEOS is on a sun-synchronous orbit at an altitude of 797 km. The along-track and crosstrack fields of view of POLDER extend up to 2.2. T he airborne data ±42°and ±52°respectively. Thanks to POLDER's large swath width (~2200 km), each During the ACE-2 campaign in Tenerife in June-July 1997, the airborne simulator of point on the Earth is observed almost every day, and 4 days out of 5 near the equator. The CCD POLDER was operated aboard the German Dornier aircraft of the DLR (Deutsche sensor array is composed of 242×274 pixels. The ground size of a POLDER pixel aboard ADEOS Forschungsanstalt fü r Luft und Raumfahrt) and was flown over stratocumulus clouds. The field of is (6×7) km2 at nadir. As the ADEOS satellite passes over a scene, up to 14 successive measure-view of the airborne instrument extends up to ±52°in the along-track direction and ±42°in ments are made in 8 narrow spectral bands ranging from 0.44 mm to 0.91 mm. The POLDER level-1 the cross-track direction. Its CCD array is composed of 288×242 pixels. Considering the typical products routinely processed by CNES consist of calibrated radiances and Stokes parameters pro-aircraft-cloud relative altitude, the field of view of the instrument corresponds to a scene of jected on a reference equal-area global grid at 6.2 km resolution. There are no onboard calib-~4km×3 km (approximately the size of one ADEOS-POLDER pixel). The spatial resolution ration sources and the POLDER in-flight radiometric calibration is based on terrestrial tar-of the airborne data is~15 m, but it is degraded to 10×10 pixels, in order to reduce both the data gets (Hagolle et al., 1999) .
One of the scientific objectives of the satellite flow and the measurement noise. The aircraft motion between 2 successive acquisitions of mission relates to the Earth radiation budget and cloud characteristics (hereafter noted as ''ERB & POLDER is approximately 500 m. Angular deviations due to the pitch and roll of the aircraft are clouds''): BRDF, cloud fraction, optical thickness, pressure, and phase (Buriez et al., 1997; Vanbauce taken into account. The radiometer measures radi- ances in 5 channels from 0.44 mm to 0.91 mm. The CCD matrix (i.e., as many view angles). Fig. 2 illustrates this property of the instrument. It is POLDER calibration is performed in laboratory. The estimated accuracy in absolute reflectance is easy to follow a given target (for instance, a hole in the cloud deck) on a series of successive images. 5% and the pixel-to-pixel intercalibration accuracy is 0.5%.
In a cloud scene observed in a single high resolution POLDER image (which is in fact a BRDF Similarly to the satellite version, the airborne POLDER can provide multidirectional reflectance limited to the solid angle corresponding to the instrument field of view), variations in bidirecmeasurements of any scene. A given target is seen under several view directions. The number of tional reflectances are due to both the anisotropy of the radiation coming from the scene and the directions depends on the aircraft speed and the relative altitude of the aircraft with respect to the horizontal variations in optical thickness from a cloud section to another within the instrument cloud top. Typically, it was 15 for stratocumulus clouds observed during ACE-2. Consequently, the field of view (Descloitres et al., 1995) . Nevertheless, as seen in Fig. 2 , some parts of the observed cloud same geographical target appears several times on a set of images but at different locations on the system are spatially uniform enough to make the anisotropy effects preponderant: the backscatter model the surface ocean is modeled following Cox and Munk (1956) . A prescribed droplet size distripeak and the cloudbow (~140°scattering angle) clearly appear on a lot of single images. Note that bution is used to model clouds. Descloitres et al. (1995) applied such an the cloudbow is a typical feature of clouds composed of liquid water drops.
approach to airborne POLDER data acquired during the ASTEX campaign above a stratocumulus cloud deck. They showed that, because of horizontal inhomogeneities, the clouds are not
Methodology
homogeneous plane-parallel layers over one single POLDER image, with a rms difference between Measurements from both the spaceborne version of POLDER and the airborne simulator are the observed and the modeled reflectances of approximately 10%. Nevertheless, the clouds comused to estimate the angular dependency of cloud optical thickness and albedo retrieved under the pare favorably with a set of various independent plane-parallel layers. In that case the rms differplane-parallel approximation. A conventional procedure is applied to estimate the albedo for cloudy ence between observations and calculations is within 2-3%. Descloitres et al. (1998) conclude scenes. The upward radiance is used to determine the optical thickness, assuming the cloud scene that the Independent Pixel Approximation is valid for such a spatial resolution since the mean homogeneous. The plane-parallel model is then used to derive the cloud albedo corresponding to reflectance of a distribution of cloud targets is very close to the plane-parallel model. the retrieved optical thickness.
In this procedure, the size distribution of cloud Assuming the Independent Pixel Approximation, optical thickness and aldebo can be water droplets is prescribed and the cloud is assumed to be vertically uniform with respect to derived for each cloud target and for each view direction. The angular dispersion of the~15 that distribution. In these conditions the optical thickness is the only cloud variable. Here, the retrievals is due to the departure of the POLDER observations from the bidirectional reflectances horizontal dimensions of a cloud scene are (~150 m)2 and (6.2 km)2 for the airborne and calculated using the cloud model selected for the inversion. In this paper the angular dispersions spaceborne POLDER, respectively. Since cloud scenes are assumed homogeneous (constant geo-are characterized for every target by the relative angular standard deviation defined as the angular metrical thickness) cloud optical thickness variations are proportional to variations in liquid standard deviation normalized to the mean value of the cloud property under consideration. water content.
T he airborne POL DER 3.2. T he spaceborne POL DER
The cloud optical thickness is estimated from Following the methodology developed by Descloitres et al. (1995 Descloitres et al. ( , 1996 , cloud optical thick-the ADEOS-POLDER radiance measurements, using the Independent Pixel Approximation ness and cloud albedo are estimated from the POLDER reflectance measurements at 0.865 mm, (Buriez et al., 1997) . For each cloudy pixel (6.2 km)2, the bidirectional reflectance is compared using the so-called ''Independent Pixel Approximation'' (Cahalan et al., 1994) . For each to the plane-parallel model, using the discrete ordinate method (Stamnes et al., 1988) . For each cloud target (~150 m)2, the bidirectional reflectance set (i.e.,~15 observations) is compared view angle, the cloud optical thickness is adjusted to make the plane-parallel bidirectional reflectance to the plane-parallel model, using the discrete ordinate method (Stamnes et al., 1988) . The mean equal the reflectance observed in this direction. So the cloud optical thickness is determined for each optical thickness of a cloud target is adjusted so that the mean reflectance over the~15 different view direction and each pixel. Moreover, in order to make easier the comparison to ISCCP climatoview angles equals the plane-parallel one (Descloitres et al., 1995) . The corresponding plane-logy (Rossow and Schiffer, 1991), the cloud optical depth is calculated using the ISCCP liquid water parallel albedo is then derived from the mean retrieved optical thickness. In the plane-parallel cloud droplet model in the operational processing . It is a gamma distribution cloud morphology on radiation, because of the complexity of the cloud structures and their variabwith an effective radius r e =10 mm and an effective variance of 0.15 (Hansen and Travis, 1974) . The ility from one cloud type to another. All retrieved ''ERB & clouds'' parameters are based on simple optical thickness is derived at 3 wavelengths (0.443 mm, 0.670 mm, and 0.865 mm) but finally algorithms in order to be produced operationally.
For instance, the cloud optical thickness is derived only the value at 0.670 mm is distributed in the level-2 ''ERB & clouds'' products. The values at using the Independent Pixel Approximation. This does not take full advantage of the POLDER 0.443 mm and 0.865 mm are used as indicators of the reliability of the 0.670 mm optical thickness. capability to observe the radiation field anisotropy.
Nevertheless, the cloud parameters derived from For each channel (0.443 mm, 0.670 mm, and 0.865 mm) and for each view angle the narrow-POLDER at global scale are a first step to check the validity of the commonly used plane-parallel band cloud albedo is derived from the retrieved optical thickness. The shortwave broadband model. That is examined in Section 5. albedo is determined for each view angle and estimated from the 3 narrow-band albedoes as explained by Buriez et al. (1997) . These ''direc-4. Airborne POLDER derived cloud properties tional'' cloud properties are finally averaged at the super-pixel scale, i.e., on a 9×9 pixels area. As for the airborne POLDER retrievals, the angular During the ACE-2 CLOUDYCOLUMN closure experiment, the German Dornier was devoted dispersion is characterized for every super-pixel by the relative angular standard deviation of these to remote sensing above low-level clouds, providing observations at better resolution than satellitẽ14 values. Moreover the sub-super-pixel information is used to determine the relative spatial images. Coincident in-situ measurements were performed by the French Merlin IV aircraft from standard deviations for each viewing direction. In Section 5 the relative spatial standard deviation Météo-France. This is an opportunity to establish the relationship between microphysics measureof the optical depth is computed for the 6th observation that corresponds to near-nadir viewing con-ments and horizontal variations of cloud properties captured by the POLDER and OVID (Barsch ditions for the central part of the orbit path.
In the operational retrieval the relation between and Bakan, 1993) instruments aboard the Dornier (Brenguier et al., 2000) . The aim of this section is the top-of-the-atmosphere reflectance and the cloud optical thickness is dependent on the surface to present some examples and analyses of the cloud optical thickness and spectral cloud albedo reflectivity. For land pixels, the surface reflectance is obtained from surface parameters previously derived from POLDER reflectances at 0.865 mm for 26 June and 9 July 1997. These 2 days have retrieved from POLDER observations in cloudfree conditions by the POLDER ''Land surfaces'' been selected as golden days of the ACE-2 CLOUDYCOLUMN field project. processing line (Leroy et al., 1997) . For ocean pixels, the surface reflectance is calculated using Cox and Munk's (1956) model. 4.1. T he 26 June 1997 case study The plane-parallel approach used in the level-2 ''ERB & clouds'' operational processing can lead During the ACE-2 mission 02 on 26 June 1997, the Dornier was flown over extended low-level to substantial errors when used to infer cloud optical thickness from actual satellite measure-clouds, while quasi-simultaneous in-situ microphysics measurements were performed aboard the ments (Loeb and Coakley, 1998) . It may be also a major weakness in the assessment of the effects of Merlin (Brenguier et al., 2000) . The stratocumulus was sampled along 30-km legs. The visible and clouds on radiation Brogniez et al., 1992) . Numerous theoretical studies have near-infrared channels (as at 0.865 mm) are primarily sensitive to the cloud optical thickness (see for shown that 3-dimensional and plane-parallel clouds reflect radiation differently (Bréon, 1992;  instance Table 2 in Han et al., 1994) . The retrieval of cloud optical thickness is thus almost not Kobayashi, 1993; Loeb et al., 1997) . However, it is hardly possible to derive global cloud properties dependent on the drop size distribution. A gamma size distribution with an effective radius r e =12 mm from space and take into account the effect of and an effective variance of 0.15 is assumed maximum and the cloudbow (~140°scattering angle). (Hansen and Travis, 1974) to retrieve the optical thickness and derive the corresponding plane- Fig. 5 compares observed and calculated variations of the cloud bidirectional reflectance against parallel albedo.
The cloud optical thickness and cloud albedo the view angle in the principal plane. The relative azimuth angle w is measured with respect to the maps of the~30 km×3 km scenes, observed from the Dornier along one leg, are reported in Fig. 3 . principal plane, so that the azimuthal coordinate of the sun ( backscatter direction) is w=0°. For all This leg corresponds to the southeast part of the square pattern performed on 26 June. It was plots in the principal plane presented in this paper, positive zenith angles correspond to relative azisampled from 14:27 to 14:32 UTC. The color scale (from black to red) represents a range of muth w=0°, while negative correspond to w= 180°. The plane-parallel simulations reported in optical thickness from 0 to 4.5 or range of albedo from 0 to approximately 0.28. As expected for this Fig. 5 are made for 2 different sizes of cloud droplets, namely 6 mm and 12 mm. The observed flight mission, the cloud optical thickness values are low, ranging from 4.5 at the East point (point bidirectional reflectance curve corresponds to the average of 100 consecutive images along the leg E) to less than 1.0 at the South point (point S) of the leg. As expected for optically thin clouds, the under investigation. As given by Descloitres et al. (1995) , this procedure removes the noise due to albedo varies almost linearly against the optical depth (see for instance Stephens, 1978 ; Arking and cloud heterogeneity across the POLDER CCD array. The observed peak located around view Childs, 1985) . The retrieved albedo decreases from 0.28 at E to approximately 0.05 at S (see Fig. 3b ). zenith angle −20°corresponds to the cloudbow (scattering angle~140°) and the second one more In order to check the sensitivity of cloud optical thickness and albedo retrievals to cloud micro-intense observed at view zenith angle 20°in our case is the backscattered radiation (scattering physics, the retrieval was also performed using a cloud droplet effective radius of 6 mm. As expected, angle 180°). As illustrated in this figure, the angular distribution of the simulated bidirectional the retrieved values are only slightly lower and their spatial distribution (not presented here) is reflectance is highly sensitive to the cloud microphysics in the observable domain of scattering obviously very similar to Fig. 3 . Indeed, computations show that the relationship between bidirec-angles. In the cloud optical thickness retrieval from POLDER measurements, the optical thicktional reflectance, cloud optical thickness and albedo are almost not dependent on the droplet ness of the plane-parallel model is adjusted to make the modeled reflectance match the average size (see Section 8).
More interestingly, as already explained in observed reflectance (0.182 for the present case). However, the angular distribution of the planeSection 3, the multidirectional capability of POLDER allows to quantify the angular disper-parallel bidirectional reflectance may still be very different from the observed one. The smoothness sion of the cloud property retrievals. An example of relative angular standard deviation of cloud of the angular distribution depends on the cloud droplet size. The smaller the droplet size, the optical thickness is reported in Fig. 4 for an effective radius of 12 mm and 6 mm.
broader the peaks. In addition, the relative amplitude of the 2 peaks is also highly sensitive to the On the maps in Fig. 4 , a greater relative angular standard deviation indicates a less adequate cloud droplet size. The relative angular standard deviation of the retrieved cloud optical thickness (and model. As shown in Fig. 4a , when inverting the POLDER reflectances assuming a 12 mme ffective of the retrieved cloud albedo) can significantly increase if the selected cloud droplet model is radius, a large part of the leg presents relatively low values of relative angular standard deviations, inadequate (Fig. 4) .
In Fig. 6 , 2 cloud droplet models were used i.e., less than 5-6%. On the contrary, in Fig. 4b the map shows a wide central band with very high to retrieve the cloud optical thickness from reflectance measurements in the solar plane. This values. As noted in Subsection 2.2 and shown in Fig. 2 , this part of the POLDER images is some-angular optical thickness is compared to the one retrieved using the whole field-of-view of the times observed in view conditions that correspond to strong anisotropic features like the backscatter instrument (2.56 for r e =6 mm and 2.97 for r e = variability of the optical thickness is lower for r e =12 mm than for r e =6 mm. The 12 mm cloud droplet size distribution is a more suitable cloud model in this case study.
T he 9 July 1997 case study
During the ACE-2 mission 06 on 9 July 1997, the Dornier was flown over extended stratocumulus clouds thicker than during mission 02. The cloud deck was sampled along 50-km legs. In this section we analyze a leg corresponding to the Northwest part of the square pattern performed on 9 July 1997 (Brenguier et al., 2000) . It was sampled between 14:39 and 14:48 UTC. The The simulations correspond to the 26 June 1997 case observed and simulated bidirectional reflectance study. The surface albedo is fixed to 0.05. The mean is obtained for droplet size distributions with an retrieved cloud optical depth is equal to 2.56 and 2.97, effective radius ranging from 6 mmt o1 0mm. As for r e =6 mm and r e =12 mm, respectively.
shown in Fig. 7 , these 2 models minimize the angular variability of the retrieved cloud optical thickness. As noted previously and displayed in this figure, the mean retrieved cloud optical thickness is almost not dependent on the model drop size since the mean values are 7.02 and 7.68 for r e =6 mm and r e =10 mm, respectively. The cloud optical thickness and cloud albedo Fig. 6 . Cross-sections along the principal plane of the retrieved cloud optical thickness using 2 droplet effective radius of 6 mmor12mm. The simulations correspond to the 26 June 1997 case study. The surface albedo is fixed to 0.05. The mean cloud optical depths retrieved using the whole field-of-view of POLDER (solid lines) are equal to 2.56 and 2.97, for r e =6 mm and r e =12 mm, respectively. Fig. 7 . Cross-sections along the principal plane of the retrieved cloud optical thickness using 3 droplet effective 12 mm). This clearly illustrates the error that is radius of 6 mm, 10 mm, and 12 mm. The simulations corremade when the cloud optical thickness is retrieved spond to the 9 July 1997 case study. The surface albedo from one single view angle. According to Fig. 5 , is fixed to 0.05. The mean cloud optical depths retrieved the cloud optical thickness is notably underesti-using the whole field-of-view of POLDER (solid lines) mated in the backscatter direction and over-are equal to 7.02, 7.68, and 8.01, for r e =6 mm, r e = 10 mm, and r e =12 mm, respectively. maps of the~50 km×3 km scenes are derived to approximately 0.75. The optical thickness and albedo values are definitely greater than the values from POLDER reflectance, assuming r e =10 mm, and are reported in Fig. 8 . The color scale (from derived on 26 June 1997. The spatial distribution of cloud properties also appears much more black to red) represents a range of optical thickness from 0 to 18.0 or a range of albedo from 0 heterogeneous than in the previous case. The overall relative angular standard deviation Moreover, Pawlowska et al. (1999) show that the vertically uniform optical thickness derived from (not reported here) of the retrieved parameters is low ( less than 5-6%) for most of the leg. Low POLDER compares well with the microphysical measurements. This optical thickness is used to values of relative angular standard deviations are mostly found where the cloud optical depth and validate the parameterization based on the adiabatic vertical profile of the microphysics proposed albedo are moderate. The deviation is more significant where the cloud is more heterogeneous with by Brenguier et al. (1999) .
The other issue is the derivation of droplet sharp variations of optical thickness. In those particular cases the cloud deck locally departs effective radius from remote sensing data. Several authors have investigated methods based on multifrom the plane-parallel approximation, regardless of the droplet size.
wavelength shortwave measurements to simultaneously retrieve the cloud optical thickness and the effective radius (Nakajima and King, 1990; 4.3. Discussion Nakajima et al., 1991; Han et al., 1994; Brenguier et al., 1999) . Sensitivity studies on the effect of The angular dispersion of cloud optical thickness derived from multidirectional measurements vertical heterogeneity on the retrieval of effective radius suggest that this radius is typically of cloud radiances with POLDER on board the Dornier are used to estimate the effective radius 80-100% of the radius at cloud top (Nakajima and King, 1990; Brenguier et al., 1999) . The preof droplets. Each cloud target (~150 m)2 is assumed homogeneous and vertically uniform sent feasibility study is mainly based on the angular dependence of the reflected radiance (position with respect to the droplet size distribution. This procedure is based on the Independent Pixel and intensity of the cloudbow and backscatter peak; see Fig. 4 ). These features are mainly driven Approximation and was validated by Descloitres et al. (1995 Descloitres et al. ( , 1998 . This enables to model the by single scattering (Hansen and Travis, 1974) .
Consequently the proposed approach is a retrieval cloud heterogeneity at spatial scales of a few hundred meters (Figs. 3, 8) .
of the upper few units of cloud optical thickness located at the cloud top. An important issue is the assumption of vertical homogeneity. Stratocumulus clouds have signifi-
The present results show that a 12 mme ffective radius is a suitable cloud droplet size model in cant vertical heterogeneity and many authors have shown that liquid water content and effective the pure marine case study (26 June) while an effective radius of 6 mmt o1 0mm is more suitable radius increase with altitude from cloud base to cloud top (Slingo et al., 1982;  Stephens and Platt, to the polluted case (9 July). Assuming no variations of cloud morphological aspect, a verifica-1987). More recently Brenguier et al. (1999) have shown the adiabatic stratified plane-parallel model tion of the indirect effect of aerosols (the so-called Twomey effect) may be reduced to a verification is more realistic than the vertically uniform planeparallel model to parameterize the stratocumulus of the decrease of droplets size via an increase of anthropogenic aerosol concentration. In that cloud optical thickness in global climate models (GCM). Brenguier et al. (2000) validate the adia-sense, these preliminary results can be interpreted as a confirmation of the indirect effect of aerosols. batic stratified plane-parallel model from in situ and remote sensing measurements collected during They are consistent with the extended analysis presented by Brenguier et al. (2000;  see their the ACE-2 CLOUDYCOLUMN field campaign. This result is important for the simulation of cloud Fig. 5 ) who show a first experimental evidence of the indirect effect at the scale of a cloud system. effects in GCMs that include cloud geometrical thickness as a diagnostic parameter. Nonetheless, these results do not make our procedure questionable. Simulations by Nakajima and King (1990) 5. ADEOS-POLDER daily retrievals:
the 26 June 1997 case study suggest that the derived vertically uniform optical thickness differs from the true optical thickness by no more than 3% for typical vertically inhomoThis section presents the ADEOS-POLDER data acquired on 26 June 1997 along 2 ADEOS geneous conditions. Calculations performed by Brenguier et al. (1999) confirm this result. orbits over the Atlantic Ocean and Europe. The main results (cloud amount, cloud optical thick-and cloud optical thickness maps (Fig. 9a,b) confirm this synoptic situation. These cloud properties ness and shortwave broadband albedo) of the ''ERB & clouds'' operational algorithm are discus-are highly variable in space. The proportion of partly cloudy pixels that can correspond to sed in details for a~2500 km×2500 km area corresponding to the ACE-2 region (Fig. 1) . The cumulus, scattered stratocumulus or cloud edges is important. Note that ''partly cloudy'' has not original contribution of POLDER regarding these properties is emphasized.
the same meaning for POLDER as for a usual radiometer. In the case of the POLDER cloud In the operational ''ERB & clouds'' processing, the cloud detection algorithm is a threshold detection algorithm, some pixels can be labeled as cloudy for some directions and clear for others method applying several sequential tests for the presence of clouds. argue about (Buriez et al., 1997; . Over the ACE-2 region, the derived values of cloud optical the adjustments of the different tests and favorably compare the POLDER cloud detection algorithm depth and shortwave albedo are quite low. The cloud optical depth ranges from 1.0 to approxito the Dynamic Clustering Method applied to Meteosat data (Sèze and Desbois, 1987) . The tests mately 8.0 and the shortwave albedo is less thañ 0.25 (see Fig. 9c ). Because of 2 very different are applied to each individual pixel (6.2 km) and for every view direction. The cloud cover is deter-spatial scales ((56 km)2 in this case and (~150 m)2 for the airborne POLDER) an exact comparison mined direction by direction and, and the cloudiness is then averaged (Buriez et al., 1997) .
between these values and those obtained from the airborne data is not realistic. However, these Fig. 9 shows the cloud cover, the cloud optical thickness and the shortwave broadband albedo values are consistent with low optical depths and spectral albedoes presented in Subsection 4.1. (see Subsection 3.2) for the ACE-2 region of interest. The cloud cover presented in Fig. 9a is
These low values are associated to high values of spatial and angular dispersion of cloud optical obtained by spatial and angular averaging for each POLDER super-pixel (~9×9 pixels). depth. This is emphasized on Figs. 9d,e that respectively present the relative spatial and anguSimilarly, the cloud optical thickness shown in Fig. 9b corresponds to a spatial and angular aver-lar standard deviations of the optical thickness.
As explained in Subsection 3.2, the cloud is age on the cloudy pixels within the super-pixel. All large cloud structures associated with the main assumed to be a plane-parallel layer composed of droplets with an effective radius of 10 mm in the climate processes are easily identified and their location is consistent with what we would expect level-2 ''ERB & clouds'' operational scheme (Buriez et al., 1997) . Consequently, the relative for this time of year: for instance the inter-tropical convergence zone (ITCZ) along the 10°N parallel angular standard deviations increase if this approximation is inadequate (Fig. 9e) . Note that, and the large clear-sky area over the desert of Sahara. The spatial distribution of cloud cover is in Figs. 9d ,e, the color scale upper limits are very different. Generally, the spatial deviation is twice mainly linked to the meteorological synoptic situation at this date. In particular, a cyclone persisted higher than the angular deviation.
A first reason for a high relative angular stanover Western Europe at the end of June ( Verver et al., 2000) . High cloudiness is observed off the dard deviation is that the measured angular distribution can be very different from the plane-parallel coast of Spain over the Atlantic Ocean.
The spatial distribution of cloud optical thick-cloud model depending on the cloud brokeness, because of cloud shape and mutual shadowing ness and shortwave albedo is consistent with the observed structures of cloud cover and their effects (Bréon, 1992; Loeb et al., 1997; Loeb and Coakley, 1998) . Another reason is that the microexpected regional reflective characteristics. There are some high values all along the ITCZ with physical model is not suitable (Section 4). For instance, it is well known that cirrus cloud propersome very bright cloud cells. High values also appear in mid-latitude depression areas (off Spain). ties are very sensitive to ice crystal shape and orientation (Mishchenko et al., 1996) . However, More extended than airborne POLDER observations, the ADEOS-POLDER images show that the study of ice clouds is far beyond the scope of ACE-2. So the rest of the analysis focuses on the low broken stratocumulus clouds covered the ACE-2 area on 26 June 1997. The cloud cover derivation of liquid water cloud properties only. A thermodynamic phase index (Fig. 9f ) derived curves associated to the 2 cloud fraction cases are not significantly different. However, the magnitude from polarization measurements at 0.865 mmi s used to identify the POLDER pixels composed of of the standard deviations observed in overcast conditions is lower and the optical thickness is liquid water clouds (further details can be found in . Fig. 10 presents the variabil-larger.
Figs. 10a,c confirm that large values of cloud ity rates as a function of the cloud optical thickness only for these cloud pixels labeled ''droplets''. In optical thickness give moderate values of relative spatial standard deviation, while these get more order to assess the effect of brokeness on these curves, overcast situations are separated from the scattered as the cloud optical depth gets small. In the case of broken cloudiness, small spatial stanother ones. For the purpose of this analysis, a POLDER super-pixel is considered as overcast if dard deviation is always related to small optical thickness (Fig. 10a) . the cloud fraction is greater than 0.95. Practically, overcast super-pixels are mainly located along the The relative angular standard deviation behaves differently (Figs. 10b,d ). Low angular standard ITCZ and the southern part of the cyclone centered over Western Europe (Fig. 9a) . The 2 sets of deviation is observed for all values of cloud optical thickness. Fig.10 shows that the angular dispersion On the contrary, the relative angular deviation decreases with cloud fractional cover. For small is not necessarily correlated to the spatial variability, i.e., to the cloud heterogeneity.
cloud amounts, the high value of the relative angular standard deviation is indicative of the Furthermore, the 2 relative standard deviations have been plotted as a function of the cloud cover departure of these pixels from the 10 mm planeparallel cloud model. This highlights the prime for the cloudy pixels labeled ''droplets'' (Fig. 11) . The variations of the 2 parameters against the interest of POLDER multi-angular capability.
Different cloud models could be investigated in cloud fractional cover are definitely different. The overall behavior of the spatial deviation can be order to minimize the retrieved angular dispersion.
Further research is clearly needed. For overcast described by an arch whereas the angular deviation varies almost linearly. Not surprisingly, the conditions the relative angular standard deviation tends to nearly zero. Although these overcast relative spatial standard deviation of cloud optical thickness is maximum for a cloud amount close super-pixels (composed of~9×9 pixels) are not close to homogeneous clouds, they act on average to 0.5. For overcast situations the spatial standard deviation is still high and of the same order of as a plane-parallel model with r e =10 mm. This extends to larger spatial scales some previous magnitude as for broken cloudiness conditions. results obtained using the airborne POLDER tionality of POLDER measurements is then a useful constraint for the selection of cloud parainstrument (Descloitres et al., 1995 (Descloitres et al., , 1998 . However, the suitability of the plane-parallel cloud meters. POLDER allows to determine the cloud optical thickness under some hypotheses, and also model does not imply that the retrieved cloud optical thickness is accurate. For instance, for enables to test the validity of these hypotheses. As mentioned in the introduction, numerous studies marine stratocumulus clouds, Cahalan (1994) found that the cloud albedo could be approxi-have derived the cloud optical thickness from space using the plane-parallel approximation and mated properly by a plane-parallel model having an optical depth 30% smaller than the actual a prescribed cloud droplet size. However, up to now only few direct observations of cloud bidirecmean optical depth. In the present study, the derived cloud optical depth has to be considered tional reflectance have been compared to theoretical radiation fields calculated using the planeas an ''effective'' optical depth.
parallel model (see for instance Stuhlmann et al., 1985; Descloitres et al., 1998) . This paper presented results related to such
Conclusion
comparisons within the framework of the ACE-2 Experiment. Cloud optical thickness and cloud Unlike the usual scanning radiometers, the POLDER instrument provides 10 or more quasi-albedo retrieved from bidirectional reflectances measured by ADEOS-POLDER and its airborne simultaneous reflectance measurements of any cloud scene. It is always possible to adjust a multi-simulator were presented. First, particular attention was given to airborne POLDER data parameter cloud model (i.e., microphysical and macrophysical parameters) to match one single acquired on 2 golden days of the campaign 26 June and 9 July 1997. Stratocumulus clouds sampled bidirectional observation of a given cloud scene. On the contrary, constraining such a model to during these 2 days had developed in air masses of different origins (Brenguier et al., 2000) . 26 June adequately match a set of bidirectional observations is much more demanding. The multidirec-corresponded to a pure marine case and July 9 was the last day of a marine to polluted air contribution of POLDER regarding these properties was emphasized. transition. For the experimental characterization
The cloud optical thickness and cloud albedo of the aerosol indirect effect, thin stratocumulus values are very low and are thus consistent with clouds had been selected in priority during ACE-2, airborne POLDER retrievals. However, these low because thin clouds are more sensitive to a change values are associated to high values of spatial and in droplet concentration. As expected for the angular variability of cloud optical thickness that 26 June flight mission, the cloud optical thickness means to high spatial cloud macrophysical or values are very low, ranging typically between 1 microphysical inhomogeneity. In the ''ERB & and 5 for the leg under investigation in this paper.
clouds'' algorithm, a cloud water droplet model However, the optical thickness values retrieved on with a prescribed effective radius of 10 mm is used 9 July are approximately 2-3× larger.
to operationally derive cloud optical thickness Even though the cloud optical thickness and from ADEOS-POLDER data. Consequently, cloud albedo retrievals are shown to be almost when inverting the POLDER reflectances, the not dependent on cloud droplet size in visible optical thickness is the only cloud property that range channels, the multidirectional capability of is allowed to vary. Once again, the multiangular POLDER is demonstrated to be very useful to capability of POLDER allows testing the standard select the cloud microphysical model (in terms of cloud droplet model. Excluding the ice cloud cases effective radius of droplets). The relative angular for which the 10 mm droplet model seems definitely standard deviation of the retrieved parameters inadequate (Descloitres et al., 1998; Parol et al., increases if the cloud microphysical model is inad-1999), it appears that the angular standard deviequate. The relative angular standard deviations ations are not straighforwardly related to the are more sensitive to the microphysical model as spatial standard deviations as measured by POLDER at~56×56 km2 scale. Indeed, the POLDER observed cloud scenes in view condivariations of these 2 parameters against the cloud tions that correspond to strong anisotropic feacover are definitely different. This indicates that tures as the backscatter maximum and the the departure of the observations from the bidireccloudbow (~140°scattering angle). Taking tional reflectance variations of the cloud model advantage of this opportunity, we found that a selected for the inversion is not a tracer of the 3D 12 mm cloud droplet size distribution was a suitoptical thickness distribution. able cloud model in the pure marine cloud case study (26 June). For the polluted case (9 July), the mean retrieved effective radius of droplets is of 7. Acknowledgements the order of 6-10 mm. This result can be interThe authors are very grateful to Françoise preted as a confirmation of the indirect effect of Hennequart for her help in processing raw data aerosols. It is consistent with the significant of the airborne POLDER. They also gratefully increase in droplet concentration measured in acknowledge 2 anonymous referees for their very polluted marine clouds compared to pure marine helpful comments and suggestions. This study was clouds (Brenguier et al., 2000) . Further investisupported by the European Community under gations and comparisons to in-situ microphysical grant ENV4-CT95-0117, CNES, Région Nordmeasurements are needed.
Pas De Calais, and Préfecture du Nord through The last section of this paper presented the EFRO. Some results in this paper were obtained recently validated and processed satellite using CNES's POLDER onboard NASDA's POLDER data acquired along 2 ADEOS orbits ADEOS. on 26 June. The ACE-2 polluted cases (during the first couple of weeks of July) were not documented
Appendix A
by ADEOS-POLDER that ended acquisition on 29 June after an unexpected failure of the platform Basic formula for cloud optical thickness retrieval: solar panel. The main results (cloud amount, cloud droplet size eVect optical thickness and shortwave albedo) of the ''ERB & clouds'' operational algorithm were disFor a given drop size distribution n(r), where n(r) is the density of droplets with radius r per cussed for the ACE-2 region and the original unit of volume, cloud optical thickness is given wavelength eq. (8.6) reduces to: by: t(l)#t= 3 2 LWP r e , (8.7) t(l)= P H 0 P 2 0 Q ext (x)pr2n(r) dr dh, (8.1) where LWP is in (g m−2) and r e is in micrometers (Fouquart et al., 1990) . where x=2pr/l is the size parameter, and H is Two cloud layers have approximately the same the cloud layer geometrical thickness. The efficireflection properties if they have the same values ency factor for extinction Q ext (2pr/l) is determined for scaled optical thickness and scaled singlefrom Mie theory ( Van de Hulst, 1957) . Q ext (2pr/l) scattering albedo ( Van de Hulst, 1980) . The simiis a function of r, wavelength l, and refractive larity equation index, m (Hansen and Travis, 1974). The variation of Q ext (2pr/l) with size parameter x is small par-t(1−ṽ 0 g) =t∞(1−ṽ ∞ 0 g∞) (8.8) ticularly for large x and asymptote to a value of allows us to get t∞ from t and r (the asymmetry approximately 2. This is relevant for spherical factor g and the single-scattering albedo ṽ 0 are droplets of radius r large compared to the functions of droplet radius and wavelength; they wavelengths.
are calculated using Mie theory and optical conIf the effective radius of droplet size distribution stants of liquid water). is introduced (Hansen and Travis, 1974) as:
The effect of drop size on cloud optical thickness retrieval from a single angular measurement of 0.865 mm POLDER reflectance can be estimated r e = Table 1 presents the relative difference (t∞−t)/t normalized to the cloud optical thickness retrieved assuming the 10 mme ffective radius. In the same way, (t∞−t)/t represents the and the expression of the liquid water content, w relative error caused by 10 mme ffective radius (g m−3), as assumption used in the spaceborne POLDER operational analysis. In this paper cloud optical thickness is derived from measured reflected radiance assuming the t(l)= 3Q 9 ext 4r w P H 0 w r e dh, (8.4) plane-parallel approximation and then it is applied to the plane-parallel model to infer the cloud albedo. From the similarity principles ( Van de where r w is the liquid water density (r w = Hulst, 1980), the so-estimated plane-parallel 103 kg m−3) and Q 9 ext is the average of Q ext over albedo is not strongly dependent on drop size the droplet size distribution. distribution so long as the same distribution is The liquid water path LWP (g m−2) is formally used in the 2 steps of the analysis. defined as: The values of Q ext , ṽ 0 , and g for the different cloud droplet effective radii used in this study are also listed.
For droplets of radius r large compared to the Tellus 52B (2000), 2
